Nov. 13th, 2019- Medical and Rescue
-

Reminder for new arrivals to receive tetanus and flu shots before traveling
- Both shots are available at the clinic for those already on island, but are limited

-

Americares mental health professional is still available on island
- Monday, Wednesday, Friday in Hopetown (or upon request)
- Tuesday, Thursday in Man-O-War

-

Mold safety and remediation information has been put together at the command center
- High concentration (35%) hydrogen peroxide is available at the home depot
location and harbour view grocery
- Mixing ratio and instructions available in mold information sheet at command
center
- Help.ngo is working on bringing in a mold specialist to give classes and provide
information to the community

-

Six firefighters from Carolina Beach fire department scheduled to arrive Monday, Nov.
18th to assist HTVFR in their efforts
- Will be rotating crews weekly for the next three weeks

-

Project Hope will be coming to Hopetown on December 1st to give a CPR training
course to 20 community members and 10 HTVFR personnel

-

University of Miami and Ministry of Health representatives visited the clinic to do an
assessment of damage
- Identified Hopetown government clinic to be severely damaged

-

Private fundraising for the rebuild of the government clinic can not be associated with
Government workers or programs
- However, the design and reconstruction must be coordinated through the Ministry
of Health and receive government approval

-

There have been reports of an observed decrease in air quality
- This is likely attributed to the movement of debris stirring up particles, as well as
the high amount of generator exhaust and continued burning of debris on Marsh
Harbour, Tilloo, Lubbers and Guana Cay

-

Volunteers have been driving around the island handing out water and snacks to work
crews to help keep people hydrated
- Plastic water bottles can be recycled in the blue ‘Four Oceans’ bags located at
the command center and temporary clinic

